A survey of techniques ranging from static analysis to hardware modification describes how various defensive approaches protect against buffer overflow, a vulnerability that represents a severe security threat.

In 2003, an analysis of buffer overflow pronounced it the vulnerability of the decade.¹ The following year, the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) listed it as the fifth most serious Web application weakness. In the first five months of 2010, the National Vulnerability Database (http://nvd.nist.gov) recorded 176 buffer overflow vulnerabilities, of which 156 had a high severity rating. Buffer overflow remains a major security hole today, ranking third on the Common Weakness Enumeration/SANS list of Top 25 Most Dangerous Software Errors (http://cwe.mitre.org/top25).

Buffer overflow occurs during program execution when an application writes beyond the bounds of a preallocated fixed-size buffer. This data overwrites adjacent memory locations and, depending on what it overwrites, can affect program behavior. The lack of bounds-checking operations for filling the buffers permits this error. Applications written in programming languages such as C or C++ are commonly associated with buffer-overflow vulnerabilities because they allow overwriting any part of memory without checking whether the data written will overflow its allocated memory.

A review of buffer-overflow exploits and an analysis of their solutions reveals deficiencies in present defenses, providing a basis for developing modifications to protect against such exploits.

BUFFER-OVERFLOW EXPLOITS
Attackers can use buffer overflows to launch denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, spawn a root shell, gain higher-order access rights (especially root or administrator privileges), steal information, or impersonate a user. In 1998, the Morris worm, one of the first to strike the Internet, exploited a buffer overflow in the Unix finger daemon (fingerd) to propagate itself from one machine to another (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morris_worm). The 2001 Code Red worm took advantage of the same weakness in the Microsoft IIS webserver and reportedly infected 359,000 systems within 14 hours; (see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Code_Red_(computer_worm). In 2003, SQL Slammer exploited a buffer overflow in the Microsoft SQL server, spread quickly, and launched a DoS attack on various targeted networks (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SQL_slammer).
To carry out an exploit, attackers must find suitable code to attack and make program control jump to that location with the required data in memory and registers. Attackers glean information about the vulnerable program code and its runtime behavior from the program’s documentation and source code, by disassembling a binary file, or by running the program in a debugger. Buffer overflow exploits generally target function activation records, pointers, or the management data of heap-based memory blocks.

**Function activation record exploits**

A popular technique targets the function activation record. When program execution calls a function, stack frame is allocated with function arguments, return address, the previous frame pointer, saved registers, and local variables. In the stack frame, the return address points to the next instruction for execution after the current function returns. Attackers can overflow a buffer on the stack beyond its allocated memory and modify the return address to change program control to a location of their choice. Figure 1 shows two examples of these attacks.

Instead of supplying executable code, an attacker can supply data to a C library function, such as system(), that is already present in the program code. Such exploits are called return-to-libc attacks because they direct control to a C library function rather than to attacker-injected code; they also alter the return address. Return-to-libc attacks are ideal for exploiting programs that have memory protection mechanisms, like nonexecutable stacks, because they do not execute attacker-supplied code.

Another target is the previous frame pointer. An attacker can build a fake stack frame with a return address pointing to the attacker’s code. An overflow of the previous frame pointer will point to this fake stack frame. When the function returns, the attacker’s code executes.

**Pointer subterfuge exploits**

Pointer subterfuge exploits involve modifying pointer values, such as function, data, or virtual pointers; they also can modify exception handlers. Consider the following code snippet, which includes a buffer that has a function pointer allocated in the data section:

```
char buf[64];
int (*pfn)(char*) = NULL;
void main(int argc, char **argv)
{
    …
    strcpy(buf, argv[1]);
    iResult = (*pfn)(argv[2]);
    …
}
```

An attack can use strcpy() to overflow the buffer and overwrite the function pointer. The overwritten pointer can point to the address of shell code or system(). The attack takes place when the program calls the function pointer.

Attackers can use pointer subterfuge in overruns of stacks, heaps, or objects containing embedded function pointers. This kind of attack is especially effective when the program uses methods for preventing return address modification because it does not change the saved return address.

An exploit can use data pointers to indirectly modify the return address. Such indirect overwriting schemes are
Example exploit

class Vulnerable : public SomeBase
{
    public:
        char buffer[100];
        virtual void Func1();
        virtual void Func2();
    }
    void main()
    {
        ... Vulnerable v;
        std::cin >> v.buffer;
        v.Func1();
        ... }

void main()
{
    ... Vulnerable v;
    std::cin >> v.buffer;
    v.Func1();
    ... }

Figure 2. Sample code vulnerable to virtual-function pointer smashing. An attack can overflow the object’s member variable buffer to modify the vptr, making it point to an attacker-supplied virtual table with injected code. Control will then transfer to this code with the next call to the virtual function.

useful if the program uses a protection mechanism like StackGuard because they alter the return address without changing the canary—a value placed in the stack. When a buffer in the stack overflows, it will corrupt the canary. A program can use the canary as a check against buffer overflow.

Another method for hijacking program control uses longjump buffers. The C standard library provides setjmp/longjmp to perform nonlocal jumps. Function setjmp saves the calling function’s environment into the jmp_buf type variable (which is an array type) for later use by longjmp, which restores the environment from the most recent invocation of the setjmp call. An attacker can overflow the jmp_buf with the address of the attacker’s code; when the program calls longjmp, it will jump to the attacker’s code.

Although not widely used, virtual-function pointer smashing is a threat even when a program uses antistack-smashing protection, because such protection does not defend against overflow in the heap. C++ compilers use tables to implement virtual functions. These tables have an array of function pointers that the program uses at runtime to implement dynamic binding. Each instantiated object has a virtual pointer pointing to its virtual table as part of an object’s header. By making the virtual pointer point to an attacker-supplied virtual table with injected code, an attacker can transfer control to this code at the virtual function’s next call.

Figure 2 shows sample code vulnerable to virtual-function pointer smashing. This attack overflows the object’s member variable buffer to modify the vptr, making it point to an attacker-supplied virtual table with injected code. Control will then transfer to this code with the next call to the virtual function.

The Microsoft Windows Structured Exception Handling (SEH) mechanism is also an exploit target. When the program generates an exception, Windows SEH will catch it if the program has no handler or if the provided handler cannot process the exception. The function pointer for the exception handler is on the stack. By overflowing the stack buffer, an attacker can modify it to transfer control to another location.

Heap-based exploits

Dynamic memory allocators such as malloc allocate memory on the heap dynamically during runtime. Linked lists manage memory blocks that are allocated and deallocated dynamically using malloc and free. The management data for each memory block, such as its size and pointers to other memory chunks, is stored in a linked-list-like data structure. The user data and management data are adjacent in a chunk similar to local variables and the return address on a stack. By overflowing user data in the memory block, an attack can corrupt the management data. However, modifying such data does not change program control because this data is not a pointer. Heap-based exploits corrupt the metadata of heap-allocated memory blocks and use it to change other pointers.

DEFENSIVE TECHNIQUES

Researchers have proposed various approaches to address buffer overflow problems, ranging from best practices in development to automated frameworks for recovering from attacks. The five basic methods include...
Defensive coding practices

Writing secure code by applying suitable defensive coding practices is the best solution for eliminating vulnerabilities. C and C++ provide no built-in protection for detecting out-of-bound memory accesses. Choosing programming languages like Java or environments like .NET that perform runtime bounds checking eliminates the problem. Standard C library functions including strcpy, strcat, and gets are unsafe because they do not perform bounds checking. Using safer versions of these functions such as strcpy_s and strcat_s is another good defensive coding practice.

Although defensive coding practices are helpful in developing more secure programs, they are not always feasible in practice.

Performing bounds checking on all arrays solves the problem but decreases performance. Programmers must employ heuristics to identify security-critical buffers and then apply bounds checking to those buffers. Although defensive coding practices are helpful in developing more secure programs, they are not always feasible in practice and are applicable only when actually writing (or planning to write) code. Defensive coding will not work when the source code is unavailable or must remain the same.

Runtime instrumentation

Many runtime techniques for defending against attacks use return address modification to detect buffer overflows. Some proposals include obtaining information about buffer bounds estimates and instrumenting the code for runtime bounds checking.

Compile-time techniques like StackGuard and Return Address Defender (RAD) insert code to check for return address modification. StackGuard places a canary before the return address and checks the canary’s value when the function returns. RAD creates a Return Address Repository global array and copies the return address to it in the function prologue. It then checks for modifications in the function epilogue. These approaches are not completely foolproof because attackers can alter the return address indirectly by using a pointer. StackShield stores the return address in the function prologue and transfers program control to the saved return address on function return.

This requires source code recompilation and only defends against return-address-based attacks.

Libverify copies functions to heap memory and executes the functions from copied versions. It uses wrapper functions to store the return address on function entry and verifies it on function return. Libverify uses the return address itself as a canary, reducing the binary instrumentation procedure because the offsets remain the same, unlike StackGuard. Libverify does not need source code but leaves the canary stack itself unprotected.

An alternative approach to Libverify’s load-time code instrumentation is to insert instrument code in the executable code itself. Because it adds instrumented code before entry and after every function exit address, this approach requires modification of all memory references in the binary. Although it does not require source code, it cannot protect against attacks that target data structures other than the return address.

Split Stack and Secure Return Address (SAS) use two separate stacks, one for data and the other for information control. However, they do not detect buffer overflow, which corrupt a buffer’s neighboring locations. SmashGuard proposes hardware modifications using modified microcoded instructions for CALL and RET opcodes. These modified instructions store and compare the return address. These two approaches do not require source code recompilation, but they only prevent exploits of frame activation records.

Hardware-supported instruction-level runtime taint analysis addresses noncontrol data attacks. This approach does not need any changes to the memory system or the processor pipeline dealing with program data. However, it requires classifying instructions as tainted and taintless.

Solar Designer and Pax use a nonexecutable stack to combat buffer overflow. However, nonexecutable-stack methods cannot defend against return-to-libc attacks and attacks on data segments; some instances also need an executable stack. OpenWall maps the shared libraries’ address space so that their addresses always contain zero bytes to defend against return-to-libc attacks. Pax uses address space layout randomization (ASLR) and a page-based mechanism to protect the heap and stack.

ProPolice places a canary before the return address and also places pointers before the local buffers. Doing so prevents exploitation of activation records but cannot prevent heap- and data-segment-based attacks involving the function pointer, long-jump buffer variables, and members of structures because ProPolice cannot rearrange pointer variables of structures. PointGuard uses encryption to protect against code and data pointer attacks, but the encryption and decryption might significantly decrease runtime performance.

Libsafe intercepts all calls to unsafe standard C library functions. It substitutes similar functions that limit any overflows within the current stack frame. Because a buffer
cannot extend beyond a stack frame, these overflow-limited functions prevent overwriting of the return address. This method only protects those C library functions for which it has substitutes; even for these cases, an attacker can overwrite anything up to the frame pointer. Thus, this method cannot protect against attacks targeting function pointers and heap-based overflows. Some proposals extend Libsafe to intercepting calls to malloc, thereby preventing heap-based exploits as well.

Some solutions transform static buffers to dynamically allocated heap-based buffers. Any overflow to these buffers leads to a segmentation fault, which flags the attempted exploit.7 When such accesses occur, instead of letting the overflow occur and corrupt the memory, their compiler stores the out-of-bounds write value in a hash table. Whenever program execution references this value, the hash table information provides this stored value based on the read address, which allows the program to continue executing instead of crashing or halting. However, this approach can incur significant performance overhead and might be unsuitable for many applications.

Dytan is a taint-analysis framework in which the user specifies the taint sources, sinks, and taint level.6 It accesses the user-supplied library, control flow graph (CFG), and post-dominator-tree information to identify the sources and sinks, and applies the taint level to operands. It then uses the Pin tool (www.pintool.org) to produce an instrumented executable. To detect buffer overflow, users can specify the source as data read from the network and the sink as program control instructions like jump, ret, and so on. The taint markings associated with each byte or memory range, the storing of CFGs, PDOM trees for the program, and the program’s related libraries result in high space and time overhead.

When these approaches detect attacks, they halt program operation—in effect, resulting in DoS—yet provide no mechanism for self-healing. Dira, a tool that can repair itself from a detected attack, maintains a log that records memory updates to track data dependencies.8 When an attack occurs, it uses this log to restore the program’s memory to its preattack state. Dira incurs high runtime overhead because it must log each memory update and track each data dependency.

Exterminator is a runtime system for detecting, isolating, and correcting heap-based memory errors.9 Each object has metadata, which Exterminator uses for error isolation and detection before memory allocation. Based on the information from the error isolation algorithm, Exterminator generates a runtime patch for each error. For a buffer overflow, it pads the buffer with the maximum value encountered for this error. This approach does not need source code, and it is useful for testing or automatically correcting a deployed system. However, isolating and detecting the heap-based errors requires additional runs and increased memory consumption.

Using more secure versions of C like Cyclone helps prevent buffer-overflow attacks but would be practical only for yet-to-be-developed projects—porting legacy code to Cyclone would necessitate prohibitively costly code transformation or modification.5 CCured translates C programs into CCured and establishes all pointers as either safe, sequenced, or dynamic through a constraint-based type-inference algorithm.7 It uses runtime checks when static analysis is not enough to determine safety. CCured requires source code changes, but fewer than Cyclone.

Using more secure versions of C like Cyclone helps prevent buffer-overflow attacks but would be practical only for yet-to-be-developed projects.

Static code analysis

Static analysis of the program source code or disassembled binary code can identify buffer-overflow vulnerabilities. Although these techniques do not incur runtime overhead, they generate many false positives because they lack runtime information.

LCLint is an annotation-assisted static analysis tool10 that programmers can use to set preconditions and postconditions for state functions. Constraints used to describe buffer ranges include minSet, maxSet, minRead, and maxRead. When the program calls an annotated function, it checks pre- and postconditions to ensure safe access to buffers using these buffer range constraints. LCLint requires programmers to provide annotations and protects such annotated functions. Buffer integer range analysis protects only those library functions with annotations.

Vinod Ganapathy and colleagues model pointers to character buffers by four constraint variables to denote the maximum and minimum number of bytes the buffer allocates and uses.11 They model integer variables using the variable’s maximum and minimum values. This technique detects buffer overruns using solver and taint analysis when the maximum used value is greater than the allocated minimum or allocated maximum value for the buffer. However, it generates many false positives because of the flow-insensitive nature of the analysis.

A method that uses maximum length and used-length attributes models statements as constraints and functions as integer transfer functions.12 Doing so converts the buffer-overflow problem to an error-checking problem by asserting the constraints and finding the reaching paths to this constraint error. However, this tool cannot perform function pointer analysis, nor can it handle arrays of pointers or user-defined structure arrays.
Marple identifies infeasible paths, examines buffers, and classifies paths that lead to buffer access as safe, vulnerable, overflow-input independent, or unknown. It does so by raising queries and propagating them backward along the control flow. Marple updates control flow at nodes where it can collect information and whenever it encounters a potential buffer overflow statement. The query terminates when it reaches program entry or an infeasible segment, or when information gathered during propagation resolves the query. Marple takes application source code as input and returns vulnerable path segments to the user, who can then develop patches. However, it uses a conservative analysis that might generate many false positives.

A method that traverses feasible program execution paths and uses the extracted information to perform context-sensitive taint analysis can detect vulnerabilities in x86 executables. The analysis identifies unsecure functions and classifies them as tainted sources or sensitive sinks. Taint analysis checks whether these functions pass tainted data from sources to sensitive sinks, and, if so, raises an alert. Because loops do not execute as many times as in concrete execution, this technique misses some feasible paths, causing false negatives.

Both source and binary code analysis tools and network tools should be part of a programmer’s arsenal for protecting against buffer-overflow attacks.

Combined static and dynamic code analysis

Other solutions use both static and dynamic analysis to detect buffer-overflow vulnerabilities.

Researchers have proposed algorithms for selecting susceptible buffers, creating buffer overruns, and, based on the result, analyzing the application for susceptibility. This technique identifies locations that call unsafe library functions on local buffers and nonlibrary functions that read or copy user input. It then calculates the return address that attackers would overwrite to insert an attack string. This approach targets only exploits of the return address and cannot assess an application’s susceptibility to other exploits.

Loop-extended symbolic execution (LESE) introduces new variables for representing trip counts for each loop and links them to variables representing program input. It combines these symbolic constraints with conditions for security policy violation and uses the results for vulnerability checking. LESE identifies buffer overflows in real-world programs by sending an initial benign input and uses that execution trace with grammar to discover vulnerabilities. Although this approach is suitable for discovering vulnerabilities based on security predicate violation and input processing using loops, it might not be applicable for other purposes.

Network-based instrumentation

Network-based instrumentation techniques compare network data with vulnerability signatures from previous attacks, use dynamic taint analysis on network data, or inspect payloads for shell code.

TaintCheck identifies user input data from the network and performs runtime binary rewriting to track the propagation of tainted data. If the program uses tainted data as a jump target or as an argument for a system call, TaintCheck identifies an attack. It then generates an exploit signature by applying backward slicing to the tainted data propagation in the memory. TaintCheck also identifies the parts of the payload used in these attacks by monitoring how the vulnerable program uses each byte of payload at the processor instruction level. It can use this information to generate an attack signature or for hints to use in pattern extraction techniques. However, TaintCheck suffers from slow performance because it runs in Valgrind’s emulation environment.

The Pasan prototype instruments source code to record information about the size of static and dynamically allocated buffers and to produce a memory update log. It uses RAD to detect buffer-overflow vulnerabilities. After detecting an attack, Pasan uses runtime information and the memory update log to perform a dependency analysis on the corrupted target address and identify the vulnerable code. Based on the type of code, Pasan either uses a safe library function or instruments the vulnerable code with bounds-checking code to generate a patch. However, the logging and bounds checking incurs a throughput penalty of 10 to 23 percent.

Vigilante traces network data dynamically by tracking the dataflow and generating a security trap when the program uses data unsafely, such as when it loads the data into the program counter or passes it as an argument to security-critical functions. However, Vigilante cannot detect attacks that overwrite security-sensitive information with values indirectly controlled by a worm.

SigFree checks for code in the request packet. The idea is that buffer-overflow attacks need executable code to launch an exploit, but client requests to a server do not contain executables. Because SigFree is not based on vulnerability signature comparison, it can detect and block new attacks. On the other hand, it is not effective against DoS and return-into-libc attacks.

DETECTION TOOLS

Both source and binary code analysis tools and network tools should be part of a programmer’s arsenal for protecting against buffer-overflow attacks.
Source code analysis tools

ITS4 (www.cigital.com/its4) scans C/C++ source code to identify dangerous standard library functions and uses a handler to perform risk evaluation based on the initial stored information such as checking for race conditions and parameters of unsafe string functions. Instead of parsing source code from a single build, it scans several files to look for vulnerabilities in multiple builds, thereby reducing false negatives. Programmers can use ITS4 in an integrated development environment to highlight errors within that editor. The tool is rudimentary, but it is better than the grep tool. However, it generates many false positives. Because ITS4 relies on a database of vulnerable functions, calling a vulnerable function not present in the database leads to false negatives.

The Rough Auditing Tool for Security (RATS; www.fortify.com/security-resources/rats.jsp) and FlawFinder (www.dwheeler.com/fflafinder) also employ a database to identify and flag security vulnerabilities. Both generate many false positives and false negatives because they perform only a rough analysis.

The Buffer Overrun Detection (www.cs.berkeley.edu/~daw/boon) tool converts the buffer-overflow detection problem to an integer constraint problem by modeling strings (based on their size and usage) and library functions. BOON identifies which buffer has been overrun, but because it is flow insensitive, it does not always reliably identify which statement has the fault or the path that leads to the fault.

Modelchecking Programs for Security (www.cs.berkeley.edu/~daw/mops) finds vulnerabilities by detecting violations of temporal safety properties. MOPS builds models of the program and of the security property, then identifies whether the program model satisfies the security property. It can detect buffer overflows and user privilege issues, but requires building rules to express temporal safety properties. MOPS also requires users to specify the properties to check.

Binary code analysis tools

Binary analysis tools cannot by themselves identify vulnerabilities. Rather, they evaluate performance and gather statistics about programs, thereby greatly aiding in the reverse engineering of binaries for vulnerability and malware detection.

Valgrind (http://valgrind.org) is a Linux-based instrumentation framework for building dynamic analysis tools. Programmers can use Valgrind to disassemble code into an intermediate representation, instrument it with analysis code, and convert the instrumented code back into binary code. Valgrind is useful for memory leak detection, memory debugging, program profiling, and thread error detection. It is suitable for both source and binary code analysis, but incurs performance penalties because of the code transformations.

Pin is a dynamic binary instrumentation tool that a programmer can use for binary rewriting to inject arbitrary code at selected locations during runtime. It also includes the source code for instrumentation tools such as basic block profilers, cache simulators, and instruction trace generators. The DynamoRio (www.dynamorio.org) platform can perform program analysis of a running application, profiling, and binary rewriting or instrumentation. Both Pin and DynamoRio share the execution environment with the running application, and neither can handle applications involving multiple processes.

Network tools

Snort (www.snort.org) is a network intrusion protection system (NIPS) or network intrusion detection system (NIDS) that can detect buffer overflows, as well as attacks and probes such as stealth port scans, by performing content searching or matching and protocol analysis of real-time traffic. It is a solely signature-based system and can detect only attacks for which signatures are available. Bro (www.bro-ids.org) is a Unix-based NIDS that is not limited to identifying attacks based on signatures because it works at a higher level of abstraction. It uses vulnerability signatures and events to detect known attacks as well as patterns of failed connection attempts and connection service requests. Snort and Bro rely on manually generated rules and signature databases.

Although solutions and tools exist for flagging potential buffer-overflow vulnerabilities, they are inadequate because of the wide scope of the problem and each approach’s inherent limitations. Extending and improving the existing defense methods for buffer-overflow exploits is imperative, especially the ability to handle new types of exploits.

Due to the diverse nature of the attacks, it is extremely difficult—if not impossible—to prefabricate methods for defending against them. Therefore, we suggest exploring methods that can defend against buffer exploits by acquiring knowledge from various sources in a dynamic and extensible way. Such sources might include expert specifications, analysis of code involved in new attacks, and trend analysis. We further suggest the integrated exploration of program analysis, pattern recognition, and data mining to establish such methods.
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